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                            Akustica designs, develops, and manufactures high-performance MEMS microphone products for the consumer electronics and IoT markets. End-user industries that use microphones and other related acoustic components include automotive, consumer electronics, security, and trade markets.  The worldwide blockchain IoT market is being fueled by the expanding use of blockchain in end-user industries. IoT is not the only technology making strides at the moment; blockchain, the underlying technology behind cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, is also a hot topic. Bitcoin trading has been transformed by crypto bots like Bitcoin Revolution. These bots analyse the Bitcoin market as well as the virtual currency's rate and try to predict the future course of action based on their findings. Visit https://coincierge.de/bitcoin-revolution/ to learn more about the Bitcoin Revolution. The Bitcoin Revolution algorithm differs greatly from other robots in various circumstances, leading in different outcomes with the same use.
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                            November 18, 2020
Bosch explores strategic options for its Akustica MEMS microphone business
read more

 

September 13, 2020
Bosch Hosts opening ceremony for new technical center in Pittsburgh, PA
read more


January 15, 2022
We are planning to hold an international event aimed at aiding inventors make profits from crypto trading. Since crypto trading can be automated with trading bots like bitiq, it's pretty easy to execute trading with little basic knowledge about crypto. In that sense, the event will be more helpful for traders and investors. Also, if you prefer to know more about bitiq, visit: https://icowatchlist.com/fr/bitiq/ and get a clear idea of how trading bots work to make a better profit for users.
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                            CES 2018 
Las Vegas, NV
January 9-12 2018 
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